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Surnmasy 

Lost Sunsets: Hans Jihrge~ Syberberg and Leftist Th~iught abi~ul the Right in Germany 

This dissertation deals with the art-political theory in the work of the Gernzan filmmaker and 
pamphleteer Syberberg. It has the shape of m intellectual artist" biography. My main 
argument hooks up with the central issue in the current debate on Syberberg, the @ontours of 
which are outlined in the first, introductory chapter. This debate concerns questions like: 
How does Syberberg" involvement in the past--1 989 Conservative Revolution in Gemany 
relate to his earlier works, like the six-part film cycle The Grail (1972-82$? Has be indeed 
turned to the extreme right, as former admirers like Sontag, Lacoue-Labagthe$ Elsaesser, and 
Santner believe? Or were his predominantly German critics correct afier all, when they 
criticized, the work of this fihmmakier already in the late 1970s as symptomatic of a rightist 
ideology? The Syberberg case, I suggest, should not be considered in isolation, but in light of 
a much broader and older leftist controversy about the right: the debate on irrationalism. 

Chapter 2 addresses Syberbergys artistic apprenticeship: the period until the late 
196Qs. Specifically, it focuses on his f a ~ e r ,  a gentleman fanner from Nossendorf 
(Voqommem) whose farm was expropriated; his brief stint at the Brecht theater in East 
Berlin; the influence of Sedlrnayr, his professor of art history in Munich and the key 
opponent of A d m o  in the West-German debate on, Modernism; and the making of his early 
films (1 965- 1970). h imporant episode in this famatiwe period involves Syberberg's 
juvenile work from 1953, the film that Brecht asked him to make of his stage version of the 
Uyfaust, a version that was shaqly criticized by the East-Cemam regime. This took place 
during the heyday of the realism/foma1ism controversy in East Gemmy,  which basically 
was a continuation of the debate on Expressionism of  the 1930s, also known as the Bre~ht- 
L&&cs controversy, Eukics set up the memwbile classic bifurcation in Geman cultural 
history: the one between 'rational' or leftist heritage and 'irrational' or rightis1 hedtage. The 
'rational "nliglhtenmenit. tradition of Lessing, Marx, Thomas Matan, and Ulbricht was 
comtesbalmced by the 'irrational' (or: rightist, decadent, reactionary, hscistic) anti- 
Enlightenment tradition of Schelling, Wagner, Nictzscke, and Hitler. Lukhcs put the art of the 
avant-garde, from Nat;ut.shhisrn to Absurdism, into the latter categov as well. His critique of 
Germany as an 'irrational' culture provided the theoretical undeapinnings for the re-education 
politics in the early GDR, which Brecht strongly opposed in his Urfaust staging. Supported 
by GDR dissidents Bloch and Mayer, Brecht defended the avant-garde's right to exist. 

Syberberg's pollemic against this 'irrationalismy-critique is a leitmotiv in his oeuvre. 
In aB1 his works he is concerned with questioning the association of irrationalism with the 
right. Artistic a d  intellectual innovations result from persistently and painstakingly 
examining specific aspects of inationalism - a method of scrutiny that typically results in 
long-winded projects. Initially Syberberg closely followed Brecht's model. He: felt that 
cinema should be reshaped along Brechtian limes, moving &om 'fun theater' to moral drama, 
which, both technically and intelleetualhy, would be on a par with the avant-garde. Not 
sur&lrishgly, Qen, Syberberg's early films basically come across as cinema translations of 
modern theater of the post-Brecht era: the absurdism of Diirrematt and Beckett. Syberberg 
shielded this post-Erechtian avant-garde h m  the irrationalism-critique in two ways. He 
indicated that the 'absurd comscious~ca~espoinzded well with the prevailing poat-war 
sensibility: the early filrns articulate a sense of crisis that was widespread during the years of 
post-war reconstruction, not only in circles of eultural conservatives like Sedlmayr, but also 



in those of Western neo-Marxists like Adlorno and GDR dissidents lihe Blocb and Mayer. 
Secand, he also showed that the theater of the absurd was a more contemporary fbm of 
moral drama in the Brechtian tradition. 

Jn the 1 9 7 0 ~ ~  tbe period of The Grail, Syberberg redirected his attention from past- 
fascist lo pre-fascist irrationalism: Wagner and late Romanticism. In Chapter 3 I explore the 
specific character of Syberberg's attitude toward Wagner and the role of The Grail in the 
debate on Wagner, from the Bloch-Lukhcs / Thomas M m  controversy to the uproar 
conce~ning the leftist 'Wagnerisrnksf New Bayreuth. Does Syberberg belong to the Wagner- 
criti~iill tradition of the ollder Thlomas Mann? Or are we rather dealing with someone who is 
akin to the (pre-war) Wagnerian8 of Old Bayreuth? And what are we to m&e of the aesthetic 
Wagner-Brecht formula, which the Syberberg sympathizers have frequently interpreted as an 
anti-Wagnerian strategy? It will be argued that Syberberg's moving from Brecht tto Wagner, 
though, was not as large a step as is often assumed: the Brechtian didactic theater md the 
Wagnerian Gesamikunsmerk belong to the same theatrical tradition (that of moral drama). 
Moreover, a combined Wagnerian and Brechtian aesthetic was hardly a novelty: already in 
the early 1960s Wieland Wagner introduced the epic theater method in Bayreuth. It is also 
true that Syberberg's work contains little or no evidence of Brechtian hostility against 
Wagner, This suggests a major difference between Syberberg and the older Mmn, whose 
denouncing of the "diabolic irrationalism' of the Wagner-Nietzsche-Hugo Wolf-Hittler line in 
Doktor Fausd~s ( I  947) was correctly interpreted by Lukrics as the bourgeois counterpart of 
his own dialectic-materialist critique of irrationalism. As Wesseltier argued, The Grail 
keopens a specific tradition of metaphysics and culture, which Thornas Mann's Dobov 
Faustas was assumed to have ended'. 

The main argument used by Syberberg to defend his following of Wagner is derived 
horn Bloch, who already in the debate on Expressionism crossed swords with LukAcs and 
Mann ion this matter. The premise was that if the Nazis admired Wagner, this did not 
necessarily turn him into n "spiritual predecessor' of National Socialism. The art of 
Ron~anticism gave rise to artistic traditions like Symbolism and Expressmonisrn, and it tends 
to be associated with certain desires, like beauty and purity, rand with particular notions (such 
as b i k ,  nation, homeland, Heirnat, soil, FChrer, the Grail, and the Third Reich) and narrative 
folnls like fairy tale, legend, myt11, saga, anld fantasy. Yet if Nazism may have appropriated 
many of these notions, forms, arrd longings, this means that they are also subject to being 
'expropf atedhor regained. This, so BEoch argues, with Syblerberg in his wake, should be the 
role OF all, genuine critical art and philosophy: developing btmtegies of reconsideration'that 
facilitate a de-Nazification. Bloch felt that such reconsideration should rely on a neo-Marxist 
perspective, but Syberberg's objective was to 'understand the Geman mind, as well as to 
honor and save it" In so doling, and fullly in line with the Old-Bayreuth Wagnerians, he 
defined the German mind' as the 'irrational', as the 'counterweight of Enlightenment 
thought*. Syberberg himself viewed this as a radicalizing of Blolch's dialectic. If it was usleful 
to strive for de-Nazlfication of seriously perverted notions like 'soil', 'FE;E'hrer" and Third 
Reich" as Bloch argued, why, then, should 'Germany as a mental possibility' (Bohrer) be left 
in the hands of the Nmis? 

Subsequently, Chapter 4 is entirely devoted to a discussion of a series of 
carnrnerrtaries on the fourth part of The Grail: the Bayreuth documentary The Confessions of 
Wingred Wagner (1 975). The commentaries discussed all situate Syberberg's work in lthe 
debate that was started by A. and M. Mitscherlich in the mid-1960s on the Geman ' inabi l i~  
t~ mourn" Syberberg's position in this social-psychologiml debate, as well as in the art- 
historical debate on tbe aesthetic dimension of National Socialism that is closely tied to it, is 
furtber developed in Chapter 5, which also focuses on the Winifired Wagner documentq. 





first signs of his consew%tive turn become visible in The Night, the beginning of a four-part 
tbeatler cycle about burnt-dsm Pornmernl~nd~ entitled Requiemfor the End of Pmssia 
$1982- 1991), In hi& striving to represent the destruction of Prsmmem and the suffering of 
those who were driven out of thle Heimat, Sybetberg was fawed with the confines of a 
paradigm in which the honors of 8 May 1945 were exelusively s h o w  from the angle of the 
winnem, the (Jewish) victims of the old Gemany, and those who 'chose the socialist GDR as 
refuge" Given this paradigm, thc teas  of the Pmssian Hebbe became part of 'what is 
forgotten olit the znemorials" In his infamous '11990 pamphlet Yom UngIjick und GSiick der 
Kunst in Deudschland nach dem 1ezte"en Kriege (On the Unhappiness and Happiness of Art in 
Gerrnmy after the Last War), Syberberg denounced Gemam emigrant theory as 'leftist- 
Jewishhnd comi t ted  himself to the "native solilkand Geman-conscious' thought of the 
past-Nietsscl~ia Coinseavatiwe Rev~lution. 

Finally, the colmcPuding Chapter 8 situates Syberbelrg's conservative turn in the 
broader context of the changed mentality in post-I989 Germany in general, and the debate on 
"hat" right, what's left?Yn particular. This debate was started in part by Botho Starauss's 
Ansckwellmder Bocbgesang (Louder Goat Singing, 2993), and attention is paid to some 
striking parallels in the artistic careers of Stmuss and Syberberg. The coillapse of socialist 
Eastern Europe caused the demise of the credibility of the emigrant generation" neo-Mamist 
thought, as is true of the critique of irrationalism. Tn the meamtime, many of the taboos that 
Syberberg challenged already in the 1970s have become subject ta debate. Yet, ironically, the 
disappearance of the dominance of the social-critical paradigm tuned out to be disastrous for 
Syberhierg" life as an artiat. Undeniably, the filmmaker, who today openly sides with the 
right, has bad trouble finding his way in the new Germmy, both artistically and intellectually. 
This may be explained by the fact that over the years Syberbeag" worldview and creative 
energy have become bound up with leftist debates to such degree that 'be is basically lost 
without them, 

In an effort to understand the work of Syberberg, this dissertation explores the 
influential art-political debates that unfolded in Gemany between the 1930s and the 1990s. 
Its main conclusion polsits that Syberberg, who: may have gone cionsewative, is certainly no 
A It-Kansewvativer. 




